S teph an L e w an d ow s k i
Tightrope Walks and Panorama.
Orchestral Techniques in Wilfried Krätzschmar’s
Fifth Symphony (2018)
Abstract. What is the motivation for composing a large orchestral work in the 21st century and calling it a symphony? In
these times of globalization, multimedia, and the Internet, which specific concepts that first sprang from traditional symphony
writing still exist and could keep this genre alive and interesting?
Among such qualified composers is Wilfried Krätzschmar (*1944 in Dresden/Germany). In general, symphony composers
from Germany’s East, who grew up or were born in the former German Democratic Republic, still are underrepresented in the
current musical and theoretical discourse.
Krätzschmar deserves special attention as his orchestral style represents a unique interpretation and further development of
trends from various compass directions. These include the symphonic works by both Karl A. Hartmann (1905–1963) and Witold Lutosławski (1913–1994), which, according to Krätzschmar, both inspired him. This respectful artistic attitude and musical
conviction has always forced the composer into permanent, partially difficult tightrope walks, a feature that still characterizes
his most recent works in a remarkable way. In the Fifth Symphony Krätzschmar is looking not only for a balance between tradition and modernity but also between freedom and strict compositional rules, the nearly endless possibilities of a large orchestra,
and self-defined limitations, to name just a few.
The Fifth Symphony is an extensive work lasting nearly one hour. It shows a Hartmannian-inspired formal concept with two
main movements (Adagio and Galopp) surrounded by a prologue and an epilogue. Krätzschmar uses the so-called “anti-counterpoint technique” several times, a method that takes up and individualizes Lutosławski’s invention of partially controlling musical
random procedures, commonly known as “limited aleatorism” (Kaczyński 1976; Stucky 1978). Growing for nearly two decades
and finished 33 years after the Fourth Symphony, this composition furthermore presents a life-long panorama of the composer.
In my paper I wish to pick out and analyze a small number of characteristic passages of the symphony – passages that may
demonstrate to a certain point Krätzschmar’s orchestral style and orchestration principles and thus lead back to a simple but
fundamental point about symphonic writing today: the composer has something to tell listeners.
Keywords: contemporary symphonic works, orchestral techniques, composers of the former GDR, Wilfried Krätzschmar.

Wilfried Krätzschmar (born 1944 in Dresden) belongs to the often-overlooked generation of composers
that once were forming and shaping the national scene of contemporary classical music within the German
Democratic Republic.1 He studied composition, piano and conducting at the university for music in Dresden.
Among his most influential teachers were Johannes P. Thilman (1906–1973) and Fritz Geißler (1921–1984).
After a short period of leading the orchestra of the theatre in Meiningen, Krätzschmar returned to Dresden
in 1969 where he taught composition and was also the director of the university for music from 1991 to 2003.
He is considered a leading voice and held high positions within cultural political organizations: for example,
he was the president of the Sächsische Musikrat from 2003–2007 and the president of the Sächsische Akademie der Künste from 2014–2017.2
So far, Krätzschmar has composed five symphonies, a sixth one is currently in the process of its emergence.
The composer finished his First Symphony in 1979; the work provoked a scandal during the first performance
in Berlin. Second Symphony followed one year later, which was surprisingly very successful. From this moment
on Krätzschmar was well-known as a GDR Avantgarde composer who was speaking an original, powerful
and expressive musical language. He was not only informed about and interested in the latest musical trends
and events taking place in his own country, but also looking both to the East and the West.3 Krätzschmar
wrote his Third Symphony in 1982, and the fourth one in 1985. His œuvre includes several other works for
orchestral ensemble, for example, cataracta (1987), Reigen (1995) and age, spectra sonantia temporibus (2003).
Thirty-three years passed until he dedicated himself to the genre of symphony again. According to
Krätzschmar, some of the sketches to the Fifth Symphony that he finally finished in 2018, go back to the
1990s.4 A comprehensive work was born, lasting about one hour and having been developed during two
1
2
3
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So far, only very few attempts to integrate the work of these composers into the analytical discourse on contemporary music
have been made; see Flade 2005 and Schweitzer 2005.
For further biographical details see: http://saechsische-akademie-der-kuenste.de/kraetzschmar.html, last visited on 31 December 2019.
See also Herm, Thomas (ed.) (2019), p. 4f.
The author interviewed the composer at his home on 26 June 2019.
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millenniums. It was first performed by the Elbland-Philharmonie Riesa, conducted by the Krätzschmar student Ekkehard Klemm, on 16 March 2019 at the Festspielhaus Dresden Hellerau. This concert was recorded
by the radio station Deutschland Kultur; it was to be heard on the radio on 21 July. A second performance – together with Ludwig van Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 5 in E-flat major, Op. 73 – was given by the
Elbland-Philharmonie on 19 September in the Marienkirche in Pirna.
Though the symphony consists of four movements altogether, its formal construction can be described as
binary: the second movement (Adagio) and the third movement (Galopp) are the main parts of the work that
are surrounded by a prologue (first movement: Prolog) and an epilogue (fourth movement: Epilog). According
to Krätzschmar, this formal concept is inspired by Karl A. Hartmann (1905–1963). When looking at Hartmann’s symphonic œuvre, one might assume that especially his Sixth Symphony (1951/53) has been a source
of stimulation, as it consists of two movements and furthermore starts with an Adagio, which is followed by
a fast movement (Toccata variata).5
Within the following sections of this text, four selected passages of the Fifth Symphony are analyzed:
one passage from each movement. These short passages serve as examples for different categories of composition or orchestration techniques that are relevant within a large work. This way, an analytical dramaturgy
in addition to (and independently from) the musical one might emerge. In that connection, the author is
especially grateful to the composer who allowed him to use some of his sketches for this purpose. These are
very informative papers that show how Krätzschmar’s orchestral strategies often root in abstract decisions
concerning the organization of the pitch material.
During our talk with Krätzschmar at his home on 26 June 2019, the composer named the problem of
how to start a comprehensive symphonic work as a major difficulty during the compositional process. He
explained that in the case of his Fifth Symphony many passages of the work were already finished (or at least
quite clear in their conception) before he started writing the beginning. Furthermore, he added that, after
having recognized that everything had been written before, a reference to musical opening topoi that should
appear with a new livery would be the best solution. His decision fell on starting with two violins that shall
play “ohne Ausdruck” (“without expression”), as it is described in the score. What may be impossible to play
prima facie – the paradox arises that playing nonexpressive is an expression, in fact it leads to an interesting
effect: when other instruments are added one by one, they define the two violin voices only as a part of the
whole that has been incomplete so far; the music becomes more and more concrete and is filled with life.
Within the focused opening passage of the prologue, Krätzschmar neither defines the exact lengths of
the notes played by the two violins, nor is a meter given. The conductor joins only after about five minutes of
music. However, while there are many aspects of organizational freedom within that passage, it is also advised
that the two violin parts should be performed “partially coordinated”. This is necessary to guarantee compliance of the strict rules that are defining the pitch material.
3-3
3-10

Figure 1. Krätzschmar, Wilfried: Fifth Symphony, first movement, opening bars:
Set-theoretic analysis, reproduced after: Krätzschmar, Wilfried (2019):
Fünfte Sinfonie, ed. no. EMV 18061 P, Ebert Musikverlag: Leipzig, p. 1.
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Hartmann’s Second Symphony (1946) is even entitled Adagio.

W. Krätzschmar: 5th Symphony, 1st movement: Prolog, beginning:
sequence of simultaneous intervals
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The graph tries to extract what is of importance here regarding the aspect of organizational strictness:
it shows the sequence of all intervals sounding together simultaneously. Neither musical parameters like
dynamics, articulation or rhythm nor crossings of the two violin parts are taken into account. On that level
of abstraction, another entry is caused whenever the pitch is changed within one voice. The intervallic cells
at the very beginning of each violin part can be defined as 3–3 (first violin) and 3–10 (second violin). These
pitch-class sets are dominating the sound of the whole opening.
It has to be added that Krätzschmar did not use set-theoretic procedures during the compositional process of the work. However, he is explicitly open to analytical techniques as methods to analyze his music that
are not identical with the ones he used to create it. He argues: “It is the decision of the beholder which tool
to use for nearing the object. And it would not do any good for the observation process, if the creator would
like to take charge of the perspectives of the observers.”6 This statement can be considered thoroughly as typical for Krätzschmar: between the lines, one discovers the life experience of the composer who often found
himself in difficult situations that forced him to partially precarious tightrope walks – challenges that he
knew how to transfer into musical problems and that characterize his compositional style to a considerable
degree.7
The next section of this brief study will concentrate on tutti passages being typical of Krätzschmar’s orchestral style, passages with an extreme dense polyphonic structure which are to be found especially in the
second movement, the Adagio. The formal structure of this first major movement follows the Fibonacci row.
The middle section, consisting of 55 bars altogether, contains five so-called “waves”, a series of musical intensifications, each of them leading to a climax, thus forming the epicenter of the movement.
The third of these waves may serve as an example to demonstrate how the composer is working here:
Krätzschmar creates ordered sets consisting of 2 up to 10 notes, as Figure 2a shows. All of these sets start
with pitch-class c. Within the sketch as seen in Figure 2a, each set appears without any indications to musical
parameters such as rhythm, exact pitch, dynamics, articulation or timbre. Only in a later compositional phase
are the sets filled with life by being transferred to the involved instrumental parts. Figure 2b demonstrates in
which order the sets are arranged within the parts of the first and second violin and within the viola part. In
order to lead each part stepwise to a higher register, the sets appear soon after the beginning of that passage
in transposed versions. In bar 111 the wave breaks, finally.
Krätzschmar describes this technique as belonging to a variety of compositional procedures that fall under the term “anti-counterpoint”. Within the resulting music, the vertical dimension (harmony) results from
the definition of the horizontal one (counterpoint). In contrast to traditional modal or tonal counterpoint,
the rules of defining the pitch material may lie in more abstract procedures, for example, in mathematical
algorithms concerning the intervallic structure, the rhythm, or other musical parameters of a musical phrase.
Also, it might occur that only approximate definitions are given.8
In the past, Krätzschmar had been in contact with Witold Lutosławski whom he always admired; the
scores of Lutosławski’s orchestral works were analyzed regularly at his composition lectures. “Limited aleatorism”, as it has been described by Kaczyński (1976), Stucky (1978)9 and others, plays an important role
also in Krätzschmar’s Fifth Symphony, as will be demonstrated by the end of the third movement, the fast
marching Galopp with its threatening atmosphere. This movement symbolizes the time running as fast as
galloping horses. At the end, the permanently marching and stamping rhythms in a strict meter are gradually dissolved and mutate right into their opposite: into an aleatoric field. One instrumental group after the
other joins the growing aleatoric field, which is initiated by the woodwind instruments in bar 395. Again, the
compositional procedures here are based on abstract musical-mathematical rules that were determined in a
pre-compositional phase.

6
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8
9

Krätschmar, Wilfried (2019), e-mail to the author of 23 September 2019, own transl., orig.: “Es ist die Entscheidung des Be
trachters, mit welchem Werkzeug er sich dem Gegenstand nähert. Und es täte der Betrachtung des Gegenstandes nicht gut,
wenn der Hersteller über die Blickwinkel der Betrachter verfügen wollte.”
See Krätzschmar 2005: 78–86.
Interview with the composer, see fn. 3.
See especially p. 109ff.
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W. Krätzschmar: 5th
Symphony,
2ndWilfried
movement:
Figure
2a. Krätzschmar,
(undated):Adagio, sketch

Excerpts from a sketch paper used for the second movement (Adagio), unpublished.
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W. Krätzschmar:
5th
Symphony,
Ebert
Musikverlag,
Figure 2b.
Krätzschmar,
Wilfried
(2019):
Fünfte Sinfonie, Leipzig 2018,
2nd
Adagio,
p. 40,Leipzig,
bars p.
100/101
ed. no.movement:
EMV 18061 P, Ebert
Musikverlag:
40 (second movement, bars 100ff.).

Arrangement of ordered sets in the parts of the first and second violin and in the viola part.

The sketch (Fig. 3a) shows how Krätzschmar works here with the numbers 2, 5, 9, 12, and 14. Out of
these numbers, certain groups are formed, representing compositionally “useful” (“brauchbare”) combinations.
Not all numbers might be used when there are only three or four elements in one group. Also, in the groups
consisting of five or six elements one number, Number 5 occurs twice; the last combination (D) contains
Number 4, a single exception that might look like a writing error seen from the perspective of the analyst, but
has been made intentionally by the composer. Altogether, these 110 combinations of numbers can be rediscovered in the score: they determine the cardinalities of the note groups played in each aleatoric voice.
The part of the bass clarinet may serve as an example (see Fig. 3b). It follows combination A, playing
groups of 12, 5, 2, again 5, and 14 notes between the repeat signs. The groups have to be played “independently
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Figure 3a. Krätzschmar, Wilfried (undated): Excerpt from a sketch paper showing organizational rules
for an aleatoric
used at the end
of the
third movement,
unpublished.
W. Krätzschmar:
5thfield
Symphony,
3rd
movement:
Galopp,
sketch
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5

14

5

Musikverlag,
Ebert
Figure
3b.Symphony,
Krätzschmar, Wilfried
(2019):
Fünfte Sinfonie, Leipzig 2018,
5th
W. Krätzschmar:
ed. no.
18061 P, EbertGalopp,
Musikverlag:
132 (third
movement, bars 400ff., bass clarinet part).
390ff.
131, p.bars
p.Leipzig,
movement:
3rdEMV

from the conducted meter” and “hastily”. This way, Lutosławski’s concept of limited aleatorism is applied to
implement Krätzschmar’s idea of leading the Galopp to a final breakdown and fade-out.
Another aspect of importance in Krätzschmar’s musical language is the use of what the composer calls
“quasi quotations” (“Quasi-Zitate”). They are ranked somewhere between direct quotations of other musical
works (that can be heard clearly, or can be discovered in the score) and allusions (that are less concrete and
only represent the mood of a certain work or passage they refer to). Many hidden messages can be found
between the lines in Krätzschmar’s work.
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Figure 4a. Krätzschmar, Wilfried (undated): Excerpt from a sketch paper showing the written melody
of the Gregorian chant “Media vita in morte sumus” in comparison to Johannes Zahn (1892):
Die Melodien der deutschen evangelischen Kirchenlieder, vol. 5:
Die übrigen Melodien
von den elfzeiligen
an, nebst
Anhang und
Nachlese,
W. Krätzschmar:
5th Symphony,
sketch;
Johannes
Zahn:
Die
sowie
das chronologische
Verzeichnis derKirchenlieder,
Erfinder von Melodien
Melodien der
deutschen
evangelischen
vol. 5,
und das alphabetische Register der Melodien, Gütersloh:
Gütersloh 1892,
no. 8502, p. 213
Bertelsmann, no. 8502: “Mitten wir im Leben sind”, p. 213.

Figure 4b. Krätzschmar, Wilfried (undated):
Excerpt from a sketch paper showing the harmonization of the Media vita
at the end of the third movement (bars 359–402), unpublished.

In the case of the Fifth Symphony, the embedding of the Gregorian chant “Media vita in morte sumus” in
the Lutherian version “Mitten wir im Leben sind” is probably most relevant. According to a note on sketch
paper submitted by the composer, parts of the melody are of structural relevance for the (melodic) design
W. Krätzschmar: 5th Symphony, 3rd movement: Galopp, sketch
in movements 1 and 3.10 Figures 4a and 4b show the use of the chant within the symphony as a whole, and
in particular its harmonisation at the end of the Galopp, played by the voices not yet being involved in the
aleatoric collapse of that movement.
Nevertheless, another passage from the final movement may serve as an example here, as it seems to show
the described compositional techniques very clearly (see Fig. 5). From Bar 167 onward, the double bass plays
transposed extracts of the melody, the first one of the tetrachords in which Krätzschmar divides the melodic
line in his sketch. The bass line is the only one that is written in four-four time in that passage, the other
instruments are again playing aleatoric sets of notes here.
In summary, the Fifth Symphony can be described as a work with many references to traditional concepts
of composing for large orchestra. The pitch material is nearly completely based on the equal-tempered scale.
The composer writes for a traditional orchestral apparatus: neither does he use exotic or historical instruments,
nor are electronic sounds involved in the compositional process. Also, there are no unusual playing techniques
10

Krätzschmar, Wilfried (undated): Excerpt from a sketch paper containing notes on the use of the chant “Media vita in morte
sumus”, unpublished.
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Figure 5.5th
Krätzschmar,
Wilfried Ebert
(2019): Fünfte
Sinfonie,
W. Krätzschmar:
Symphony,
Musikverlag,
Leipzig
no. EMV 18061Epilog,
P, Ebert Musikverlag:
Leipzig, bars
pp. 161–163
2018, 4th ed.
movement:
pp. 161–163,
167ff.

(movement 4, bars 167ff., double bass part) in comparison to Krätschmar’s sketch paper (see Fig. 4a).

applied, as, according to Krätzschmar, things like multiphonics, playing sul tasto and sul ponticello and others
already belong to the past decades and centuries.11 Before this backdrop, here composing is understood to a
certain degree as arranging: Krätzschmar’s personal musical confrontations with the present and the past lead
him to try to find new arrangements of familiar tone respective sound material.
When Krätzschmar composed his First Symphony in 1979, he had to face the question of whether
writing a symphony is still up to date.12 To try to understand why he was induced to dedicate his life to the
symphonic genre, nevertheless, the composer’s own reflections on what defines musical artwork and art, in
general, may be consulted to finish this article. I quote:
“The idea. The punch line. – But not only this.

Accuracy. Sovereignty in working with the material. Maybe also love for the material. And effort. The effort for
the object. Exertion. Power. Skills. – But also, sovereignty, effort and skills alone do not make it.

The subtext. The message. The preaching. Or the surprise. – But neither subtext nor surprise are art per se.

Probably it is the presence of everything. In some mixture that is not only a sum. Where the idea, the accuracy
of its implementation, the sovereign effort of skills, the possibilities of subtext and surprise are formed together in a way that the oscillations of familiarity and foreignness, comprehensibility and incomprehensibility
become an experience.”13

11
12
13

Interview with the composer, see fn. 3.
Herm, Thomas (ed.) (2019), p. 4f.
W. Krätzschmar (undated): Positionsbeschreibungen. “Ist Komponieren zeitgemäß?” – Eine Einleitung. Fragment, unpublished, p. 4,
own transl., orig.: “Der Einfall. Die Pointe. – Aber die allein noch nicht. Die Sorgfalt. Die Souveränität gegenüber dem Material.
Vielleicht auch die Liebe zum Material. Und die Mühe. Die Bemühung um den Gegenstand. Die Anstrengung. Die Leistung.
Das Können. – Aber Sorgfalt, Mühe und Handwerk allein machen es auch nicht. Der Subtext. Die Botschaft. Die Predigt. Oder die
Verblüffung. – Aber weder Subtext noch Verblüffung sind an sich schon Kunst. Wahrscheinlich geht es um das Vorhandensein von allem.
In einer Vermischung, die nicht bloß Summe ist. Wo die Idee, die Sorgfalt der Umsetzung, die souveräne Bemühung von Handwerk,
die Möglichkeiten an Subtext und Überraschung so beisammen sind, daß das Ineinanderschwingen von Vertrautheit und Fremdheit,
von Faßbarem und Unbegreiflichem zum Erlebnis wird.”
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Pasivaikščiojimai lynu ir panorama.
Orkestrinės Wilfriedo Krätzschmario Penktosios simfonijos (2018) technikos
Santrauka

Wilfriedo Krätzschmario Penktoji simfonija (2018) – didelės apimties kūrinys, jo atlikimas trunka daugiau kaip valandą.
Simfonija keturių dalių. Antroji (Adagio) ir trečioji (Galopas) yra pagrindinės šios kompozicijos dalys. Abi jos įrėmintos prologu
ir epilogu. Anot Krätzschmario, tokį formalų konceptą įkvėpė Karlo Amadeuso Hartmanno (1905–1963) simfoninė kūryba.
Brandintas beveik du dešimtmečius ir pabaigtas praėjus 33 metams po Ketvirtosios simfonijos, šis opus magnum reprezentuoja
kompozitoriaus viso gyvenimo panoramą ir pasižymi sudėtingu bei turtingu turiniu.
Straipsnyje pateikiama keletas įžvalgų apie kūrinio kompleksiškumą, tai pagrindžiama trumpomis iš visų keturių simfonijos dalių pasirinktų segmentų analizėmis. Analitinę kryptį padeda atskleisti kompozitoriaus pateikti kūrinio rankraščiai ir
interviu jo namuose 2019-ųjų vasarą.
Keturios kompozicinės technikos ypač svarbios būtent šios simfonijos atveju ir Krätzschmario muzikinės kalbos požiūriu
apskritai:
1. Įžanginis pirmos dalies epizodas, skirtas dviem smuikams solo, yra tam tikras balansuojantis veiksnys tarp kompozicinės
laisvės ir griežtų taisyklių.
2. Technikos, naudojamos sukurti ekspresyvų muzikos intensyvėjimą antroje dalyje, priklauso kompozicinių procedūrų
įvairovei; jos gali būti apibendrintos Krätzschmario sąvoka „antikontrapunktas“. Šių procedūrų metu vertikalioji dimensija (harmonija) yra pasiekiama per horizotalių linijų akumuliaciją (kontrapunktas). Kitaip nei tradicinio modalinio ar
tonalaus kontrapunkto atvejais, garso aukščių medžiagą nulemiantys principai kyla iš abstraktesnių procedūrų, pavyzdžiui, iš matematinių algoritmų, susijusių su intervaline struktūra, ritmu ar kitais muzikinės frazės parametrais.
3. Maža to, Krätzschmaris gana dažnai linkęs pasitelkti kompozicines technikas, kurios glaudžiai susijusios su Lutosławskio „ribotos aleatorikos“ konceptu, pavyzdžiui, Galopo pabaigoje (trečioje simfonijos dalyje, kuri simbolizuoja laiką,
bėgantį greitai tarsi šuoliuojantys žirgai).
4. Kitas svarbus Krätzschmario muzikinės kalbos aspektas – vadinamųjų „quasi citatų“ naudojimas; tai tarpinė kategorija
tarp tiesioginių muzikinių citatų ir ne tokių konkrečių aliuzijų. Ypač reikšmingas grigališkojo choralo giesmės Media
vita in morte sumus (liuteroniškąja versija Mitten wir im Leben sind) įtraukimas į simfoniją. Ištrauka iš ketvirtos dalies
reprezentatyviai iliustruoja šią techniką.
Iki šiol Penktoji simfonija buvo atlikta du kartus Saksonijos regione, netoli kompozitoriaus gyvenamosios vietos. Tolesnė
kūrinio sklaida (kaip ir kitų Krätzschmario, priklausančio retai pristatomai VDR kompozitorių kartai, kūrinių) būtų sveikintina,
kadangi jis turi potencialo praturtinti estetinį ir analitinį šiuolaikinės muzikos kontekstų diskursą.
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